
SAMPLE TEST FOR THE GIFTED – TEST B 

(Time allowed: 120 minutes) 

Question 1 – 20. Choose the best answer.  

1. It’s no _____ asking him for anything seeing that he's not very 
responsive to our requests.  
A. well B. fine        C. need        D. good  

2. Susan has taken _____ to Peter's remarks about her 
appearance.  
A. annoyance B. exception       C. irritation       D. nerve  

3. The terrorists were asked whether they _____ guilty to the 
wrongdoing.  
A. pleaded        B. confirmed       C. stated        D. admitted  

4. The health department is planning to _____ free leaflets 
informing people about heart diseases to help them attain a 
basic knowledge of self-protection.  
A. invent        B. formulate        C. announce   D. issue  

5. You say that this small spare part cost you £100? I'm sure you 
paid through the _____ for it.    
A. eye        B. nose        C. ear        D. lips  

6. She couldn't have been very attached to the cat if she 
decided to give it away at a _____.  
A. touch        B. hint        C. stroke        D. glance  

7. The order from the Headquarters reads that we should _____ if 
we can't break the rebel’s resistance within the next three days.  
A. abandon        B. exit        C. cancel        D. retire  

8. Jenny has been on a diet, but she can't resist her _____ for 
sweets now and then.  
A. inclination        B. craving        C. attraction D. tendency  

9. The prosecutor's decision is definite. The arsonists will _____ trial 
for their destructive activity.  
A. bear        B. stand       C. incur        D. confront  

10. The police forces and the fire brigade have made a _____ 
effort to rescue the residents of the burning block of flats.  
A. dual        B. shared        C. mutual        D. together  

11. What I actually earn bears no _____ to all my needs.  
A. link        B. relation       C. association D. connection  

12. Hundreds of people arriving in America have sought _____ 
from political discrimination in their countries.  
A. refuge        B. getaway        C. departure   D. hideaway  

13. Staying here without any proper inoculation is inadvisable as 
you may be _____ the risk of contracting some dangerous 
disease from insect bites.  
A. provoking B. urging        C. inciting        D. running  

14. We sent him to the best school in England and hired the best 
teachers, but it was all _____ as he had no will to learn at all.  
A. vain        B. inaccurate       C. invalid   D. futile  

15. The missing hitchhiker had been _____ dead until the 
sensational message came from the small town in Oregon 
where he was found alive.    
A. estimated        B. presumed        C. assessed    D. speculated  

16. Frankie has always been held in high _____ among his 
workmates because of his exceptional skill at handling the most 
difficult tasks.  
A. respect        B. admiration      C. prestige     D. esteem  

17. As far as Adam is concerned, he is nowhere _____ so good at 
swimming as his sister is.   
A. near        B. there        C. much        D. that  

18. We don't need a bigger suitcase. This one should _____ its 
purpose right.  
 A. perform        B. operate        C. serve        D. executive 

19. Due to the computer malfunction all our data was lost. So 
unhappily, we had to begin all the calculations from _____. 
A. onset        B. source        C. original        D. scratch 

20. The _____ of the project has been suspended because of the 
inadequate financing.  
A. implementationB. establishment C. installation D. exploration 

Question 21 – 35. Replace each italicized word with a 
synonymous one. 

 The anxiety of many investigators has again been aroused (21) 
by reports of the Abominable (22) Snowman which was 
encountered somewhere in the Himalaya region by an expedition 
of mountaineers aspiring to reach the peak (23) of Mount Everest. 
This cautious (24) creature which is also known as the Yeti made 
the poor explorers' hair stand on end as it started to howl, grunt 
and whistle early at daybreak (25) while they were sleeping 
soundly in their tents. The petrified men jumped out of their 
sleeping bags just to see the monstrous creature rushing towards 
(26) the forest. They had no doubts that what they had seen was 
most bizarre (27) and unique. Their amazement grew even 
stronger when they examined the monster's gigantic footprints left 
in the snow. 

 Sir Michael Edmundson - a distinguished (28) expert on 
unexplained phenomena, who was first to analyse this intriguing 
(29) report, considers the occurrence an exceptional opportunity 
to clear up (30) the Yeti mystery once and for all. He has already 
devised (31) a scheme to try to capture (32) the Snowman in the 
place where it was spotted by use of a system of complicated 
traps. Not that he intends to do the apprehensive creature any 
harm or keep it in captivity (33) for his own good, but his objective 
(34) is to prove that disregarding the Yeti story as being a sheer 
deception (35) has been an unfortunate misjudgment accepted 
by too many for too long. 

21. A. dozed off B. spurred on C. wiped out D. stirred up 
22. A. loathsome B. ferocious C. exquisite D. timid 
23. A. climax B. ultimate C. tip D. ascribed 
24. A. ghastly B. wary C. meek D. congenial 
25. A. dawn B. twilight C. dusk D. onset 
26. A. having a go at  B. pulling ranks with 
 C. going on at  D. making a dash for 
27. A. queer B. ludicrous C. obscure D. erroneous 
28. A. evident B. renowned C. creditable D. exemplary 
29. A. exasperating B. surpassing C. riveting D. painstaking 
30. A. unfold B. exploit C. ensure D. reshuffle 
31. A. enhanced  B. manipulated  
 C. resolved  D. contrived  
32. A. behold B. abduct C. ensnare D. incur 
33. A. refuge B. detention C. solitude D. locker 
34. A. focus B. scheme C. pivot D. goal 
35. A. jinx B. crux C. hoax D. flux 

Question 36 – 50. Put the words in the correct form. 

36. Mrs. Ribbon is the best _____ (TYPE) in our office. She has typed 
for ten years now. 

37. The diseased part of the small intestine has been _____ 
(PLACE) with a new artificial one and the hopes are that the 
patient will get better soon. 

38. The soldier's _____ (HERO) deeds during the war were 
acclaimed by the Emperor himself. 

39. We were within _____ (STRIKE) distance of reaching an 
agreement in the dispute and it was only a minor 
misunderstanding that put us back to square one again. 

40. Pablo Picasso's pictures as well as many other _____ (PIECE) of 
European painters have been put on display in the National 
Gallery. 

41. The fighter's nose was _____ (BLOOD) heavily after the strong 
punch he received from the Brazilian champion. 



42. _____ (CRUEL) to animals is a punishable offence in most 
civilized countries. 

43. You aren't a club member, and so the rules aren't _____ 
(APPLY) to you. 

44. The exhibition of the ancient artefacts that we saw in the art 
museum was _____ (IMPRESS). 

45. It's important that the criminals who assaulted the mayor's 
wife should be brought to _____ (JUST) in the shortest possible 
time. 

46. Nowhere in the whole _____ (NEIGHBOUR) will you see a 
better cared for lawn than Mr. Grey's one. 

47. The _____ (OMIT) of the editor's name in the article was 
considered a big faux pas. 

48. I'm afraid one committee won't be enough to investigate all 
the _____ (GRIEF) of the dissatisfied clients. 

49. It's clear now that Robin is simply _____ (ENVY) of all his 
brother's privileges. 

50. Hadn't they been so _____ (RESIST) to accepting our 
apologies, we would have reached a compromise a long time 
ago? 

Question 51 – 65. Fill the gaps with the correct words. 

 brink butterflies cake costs delight 
 figure making neck prey question 
 record rush terms thumbs wrong 

51. I guess you are in the _____. Mr. Klein isn't a secret agent, but 
a simple post office clerk. 

52. George takes a real _____ in practicing snowboarding. He has 
won the national championship twice already. 

53. You'll be risking your _____ if you swim down the river without 
any assistance. 

54. Don't worry, I can repair the brakes within seconds, it's a piece 
of _____ for me. 

55. Seldom does Brian panic before a performance, but 
yesterday he really got _____ in his stomach. 

56. I'd advise you to start earlier to avoid driving in the _____ hour 
through the city centre. 

57. Although we warned our grandmother not to believe 
peddlers, she has fallen _____ to their clever persuasion once 
again. 

58. It's out of the _____ for father to let us launch the rocket in 
front of the house. 

59. Roger seems to be all _____ to me since he cannot even 
hammer a nail. 

60. She was so much in love with the boy that she decided to 
make him stay at all _____. 

61. The prototype of the robot is still in the _____. The designers 
promise to have it ready by next year. 

62. The current report confirms that the white rhinoceros is on the 
_____ of extinction. 

63. 'Don't you think Ann cut a fine _____ at the anniversary ball?' 
'That's right, she did look gorgeous in her white dress.' 

64. We didn't get any advantage points over the other teams at 
the start. In fact, we were all treated on equal _____.   

65. What I'm going to say now is off the _____, so don't quote me 
in your newspapers, please. 

Question 66 – 80. Rewrite the sentences using the given forms so 
that they retain their original meaning. 

66. The patient's condition is gradually improving.    
_____________________________________________________ degrees. 

67. The organizers disregarded the former president's presence at 
the ceremony. (NOTICE)  
______________________________________________________________ 

68. These two stamps aren't alike. (DIFFERENCE)  
______________________________________________________________ 

69. Perhaps, I will spend this night in a hotel. (THINKING)  
______________________________________________________________ 

70. Betty didn't know Sony was Hanna's boyfriend. (UNAWARE)  
______________________________________________________________ 

71. 'You did make a big headway.' she said to the student.  
The student was congratulated _______________________________   

72. We'll have to do with one tent and a few biscuits instead of a 
luxury hotel and lavish meals. (IN PLACE)  
______________________________________________________________ 

73. I didn't discover there was a snake in the basket until I opened 
the lid.  
Not until _____________________________________________________   

74. The results aren't satisfactory considering her long and 
rigorous training. (ACCOUNT)  
______________________________________________________________ 

75. Shannon doesn't think much of the book. (LOW) 
______________________________________________________________ 

76. You'll certainly encounter a lot of difficulties if you opt for a 
lone expedition. (BOUND)  
______________________________________________________________ 

77. It is feared this mammal species will be extinct by the year of 
2020.  
This mammal species is _______________________________________   

78. Albert is a poor card-player.    
_________________________________________________________ well. 

79. David really confides in Mr. Palmer's greater experience. 
(CONFIDENT)  
______________________________________________________________ 

80. We aren't willing to support the strike; we don't approve of it. 
Far from _____________________________________________________ 

Question 81 – 92. Write in the correct words. 

 For thousands of years, stone, wood and animal skin had 
been the basic materials used by ancient civilisations for house 
building, ship construction or producing elementary tools. 
However, the first synthetic products which _ p _ _ _ _ _ d (81) in 
the 19th century were _ _ _ _ f _ _ _ _ _ _ d (82) from cellulose and 
quickly gained _ r _ _ _ _ (83) replacing their heavy, less durable 
and antiquated counterparts. The commercial success of 
celluloids has become even more conspicuous in the twentieth 
century as dozens of new _ _ p _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ s (84) for plastic 
goods have been invented. 

 Nowadays, life without celluloid dishes, synthetic furniture and 
garments as well as other manifold polymeric products would be 
un _ _ _ _ _ n _ _ _ _ (85). 

 What makes them so favoured and common a merchandise 
are their exceptional _ t _ _ _ _ _ _ _ s (86). Besides being _ _ s _ _ _ 
_ _ _ (87) to mechanical damage, they have outstanding thermal 
and electrical insulation properties and certain kinds of synthetic 
products _ _ d _ _ _ _ (88) the process of fast biodegradation, 
which makes them environment - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ y (89). In addition, 
the cost of the production of plastic is relatively low. Hence, the 
polymeric _ _ t _ _ _ _ s (90) are being churned out for use of the 
packaging, motor, construction, aviation, medical and many 
other industries. Recycling as means of _ e _ _ _ _ g (91) with this 
massive plastic waste is easy and effective, too. Thus, one may 
safely assume that our _ _ _ _ n _ _ _ _ _ (92) on synthetic materials 
will never end. 

THE END OF THE TEST 
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